
PRACTTCE QUESTTON ANSWERS

l.E
Since AB = BC = AC, triangle ABC is equilateral.
Therefore, all of its angles are 60o. Since angle BCD or

ofx is 180 - 60 or 120.

2,C
Since the degree measure of angle ABC is 145, 45 + 4g
+ x = I45, 93 + x = 745, and x = 52.

3.8
A square has four equal sides, so its perimeter is equal
to 4s, where s is the length of a side of the square. Its
perimeter is 32, so its side length is 32 + 4 = g. The
area ofa square is equal to s2, so the area ofthe square
is 82 or 64.

4.D
In any triangle, the measures of the three interior
angles sum to 180", so X + y * Z = lg0. Since the
measure of angle Y is twice the measure of angle X, y
= 2X. Similarly, Z = 3X. So X + 2X * 3X = 1g0, 6X =
180 and X = 30. Since Y = 2X, the degree measure of
angle Yis 2. 30 = 60.

5.8
The perimeter of a triangle is the sum of the lengths of
its sides, in this case,,{B + BC + AC. The perimeter of
triangle ABC is 24, so plugging in the given values, 9 +
7 + AC = 24, 16 + AC = 24, and AC = g.

6.C
In an equilateral triangle, all three sides have equal
length. The perimeter of a triangle is equal to the sum
of the lengths of its three sides. Since all three sides are

equal, each side must be ] of tso, or so.

7.8
Since RS and RT are equal, the angles
opposite them must be equal. Therefore, angle i =
angle S. Since the three angles of a triangle sum to 1 g0,
70 + angleS + angle I= 180 and angle S + angle T=
I10. Since the two angles, S and T, are equal, each must
be half of i 10, or 55.

8.C
The three interior angles of a triangle add up to 1g0
degrees, so 2x + 3x + 5x = 180, 10x = 1g0 degrees and
x = 18. So angle yXZ has a degree measure of
3x=3(18)=54.

9.E
The perimeter of triangle ABC is l g, so AB + BC + AC =
1B. Plugging in the algebraic expressions given for the
lengh of each side, you get:

(3a - 1) + (2a + l) + (5a - 2) = l8

lja-2=18
loa = 20

a=2
The length of AC is given as 5a - 2,so AC = 5(2) - 2 = g.

10. c
The perimeter of a rectangle is2(l + w),wherc0 rep_
resents its length andw its width. The perimeter of this
rectangle is 2(9 + 5) = 28. A square has four equal
sides, so a square with a perimeter of 2g has sides of
length 7. The area of a square is equal to the length of
a side sqrrared, so the area of a square with a perimeter
of28 is 72 or 49.

11. B

An exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the
two remote interior angles. So Tx = 4x + 60,3x = 6A,
and x-= 20. So the angle marked 7x" hasa degree meas_
ure of 7(20) = 140. The angle marked a" is supplemen_
tary to this angle, so its measure is 1g0 - 140 = 40.

12. C

We are given a right angle, so that is 90.. A straight angle
contains 180",so 2n+90 = 180,2n=90,andi=45.

13. B

Since AC = CB, the angles opposite these sides are
equal as well. So an$e CAB = angle CBA, and. x = 75.
The three interior angles of a triangle sum to 1g0
degrees, so 2(75) + _1, = 180 and y -:b. fne question
asks for the value of x - y, or 75 - 30 = 45.
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14. c
The area of a triangle is equal to iUr. In
triangle BE4 the height is BC and ih" b"r. is'EF. The
squaret perimeter is 64, so each of its sides is a fourth of
64, or 16. Therefore BC = 16. The question also states
that DC = E4 so EF = 16 as well., plugging into the
formula,theareaof triangleBEFis jf ro i to;= 123.

1s. D
When parallel lines are crossed by a transversal, all
acute angles formed are equal, and all acute angles are
zupplementaryto all obtuse angles. So in this dLgram,
the obtuse angle measuingy ii supplementary to the
acute angle measuring.lp, so x + y - lg0.

16. B

The area of a square is equal to the square of one of its
sides. In this case, the square has a side lqngth of 2\,/i,
soitsarea is(z\/ 2 or2x2x./,x\/,or4x 2-_B.

17. E

To find the area of the frame, find the area of the frame
and picture combined (the outer rectangle) and
subtract from it the area of the picture (the inner
rectangle). The outer rectangle has area 10 X g = g0,
the inner rectangle has area g X 4 = 32, so the area of
the frame is 80 - 32 = 48.

18. D
Diagonal BD divides square ABCD into two identical
triangles. If the area of triangle ABD is g, the area of
the square must be twice this, or 16.

19. D

The area of the entire figure is equal to the area of rec-
tangleABFG plus the area of rectangle CDEF.The area
of ABFG is 8 . 4 = 32. So the area of the entire figure
must be greater than 32, and at this point you can
eliminate (A), (B), and (C). Since BFhai length 4, and
C bisects BF, CF has length 2. The question states that
EF has length 2, so CDEF is actually a square, and its
area is 22 or 4. So the area of the eniire figure is
32+4=36,choice(D).

20. E

The perimeter of ABCE is equal to AB + BC + CD +
DE + EA. Since triangle BCD is equilateral , EC = CD =
BD = 4. Because ABDE is a parallelo gram, AB = DE =
12 and BD = EA = 4. Therefore the perim eter of ABCE
is t2 + 4 + 4 + 12 + 4= 36, choice iE).

2T. E

Simply add the six sides of the L-shaped figure. Four of
them are labeled, and you can use theie to igure out the
remaining two. The length of side EFmust be equivalent
to the sum of sides AB and CD, so 4 * 6 = 10 and EF =
10. The length of side BC is equivalent to the difference
between sides AF and DE, so 10 - 4 = 6 and BC = 6.
Therefore, the perimeteris 10 * 10 + 4 + 6 + 6 t 4 = 40.

22. A
Each of the shaded rectangles has a side of length :
opposite the side contributing to the interior unshad_
ed region. So the interior region, a square, has an area
of 32, or 9.

23. A
Let BC = x. AB has twice the length of BC, so it is 2x.
BC = CD, so CD = x. DE is three times the length of
CD,or 3x. SinceAE = 49,2x+ x+ x t 3x= 49,7x= 49,
and x = 7. BD is composed of segments BC and,CD, so
its length is7 * 7 = 14.

24. D
Since circle P is inscribed within the square, its diame_
ter is equal in length to a side of the square. Since the
circle's diameter is 8, its radius is half this, or 4. Area of
a circle = frP,where r is the radius, so the area of cir-
cle P is 7E(4)2 = 16n square inches.

25. D

Circumference of a circle = 2nr,where r is the radius
of the circle. So a circle with a circumferen ce of 36n
hasarad.ius of ff=rc.



26. B

The perimeter of the.square is 36, and since an foursides are equal, one side l* 
""*,n'n. 

il; the circle is
:l'*i|"d in the ssuarl ip 1,.#; ;^.'*, ,., lenshto a side of the square, or 9. Circumf.r.rr.i, nd,whered represents the diameter, so the .ir.,.r_f"r".r;; il;circle is 9n.

27. B
A circle contains 360", so

(4x+ tS1 + (2x_5) + (6x_ l0) = 369
4x+2x+6x+15_5_10=360

l2x = 360

2g. D 
x=30

The area of a square is.equal to the square of the lengthof one of its sides. since one;;H?:;."er) of thesquare lies on the origin at (0, 0) and another vertexlies on the.point (_2,0), the length of a side of thesquare is the distaT. fr?: tf,g "origir, 
to the point(-2,0). This can be

varue or,h. ;e;;#;:##il:"n:ff,**
the po"ints, namely 

| 

^1- 
of = l_zl = z. T*h.r.for., th.area of the square is 22 = 4'. 

I 
'

29. C
While there's no wav to determine the numerical val_ues of a, b, c, or d, fromtheir positions .i'rfr. coordi_nate plane, you do know that ;r:;;;;il, a i, po.itiur,c is negative, and d is
*g.,ii., ti-; ; ;";"ffi:* rT:,lill ln',::.i::;
l:*.1choice. (C) is indeea o"", ai*iili'is positive,rs greater than the product acd, whi'ch iiegative.
30. A
The Points (0, 6) and 

!0, B) have the same r_coordi_nate. Thar means that the legment;;;;;"..rs rhemis paraltel to the y_axis. *a ir,"i-"1;;;ft to do tofigure out the disiance is subtract thJr_."i0*"te andfind the absotute.,arr. ortt .;rt.fi;lul = r, rothe distance between ,h" p"i";, j, 
rlrrLr' lo -
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31. E
OP is the radius of at circle. Since O has coordinates(0,.0)l the leSsth of of i, ;+ _ sf =lif;. ih. 

"r.u 
ofa circle is nl where r is the radius, ,o,th, ur.u of circleO is n(4)2 = I6n.

32. C

Right triangle ABC has legs of 6 and g, so the legs are ina rario of 3:4 and the triaigle i,,;"Iril; of the 3_4_5right triangle. Since ft: 3 x 2 = 6;; 4 x 2 _ B,double the hypotenuse length 
"f 5 ;;; hypotenuseof triangle ABC eouals r o. li"ii.. il;;reotenuse isalso the diameter of.th. .ir.t;. ilil;'rh. area of rhecircle, we need its radius. nadiurl, fra?n. orameter, sotheradius of circlepis s. Th9;;;;f 

".J; isnlwherer is the radius, so the area of circle til(r;, = 2sn.

33. B
The area of a circle is nl where r is the radius, andsince the area of the.circle is zsi, ils radius is 5.Circumference is eoual ," zn , *-iifij = lon. only(B) and (C) contain.l0n so you .urr-.timinate (A),(D), and (E). since tt 

" 
.iC ir ;#b.d within thesquare, its diameter isequar t" ",il;;;;;quare. Thediameter of the circle i, 2, o,t0, ;" ,id."i,*r. squareis l0 and its perimeter is a(to;=1,i. ii.*f"re theperimerer of the shaded,.gion i, +o i'rn, in"u. frl.

34. A
Slope of
h-l'_-::_---:-I-.r2- X1 t

points on

a line is defined by the formula
where (xt, y) and, (x2,y2) represent two
the line. Substitute the given coordinates

into the formula (it doesn,t matter which you desig_
nate as point I or point 2):

slope- !z-lt 
= 7-(-5)

x2_xt _1_3

=724
=-J



35. D

The circumference of a circle is 2nr, where r is the

radius, so a circle whose circumference is l6n has a

radius of # = 8. The area of a circle is n4,so in this

case the area is 7r(8)2 = 64n, choice (D).

36. E
Since all sides of a square are equal, notice that the
diagonal of the square is also the hypotenuse of an
isosceles right triangle. Use this information to deter-
mine the length of a side of the square, marked s in the
figure. The ratio of the sides in such a triangle is
l:x:x:xf1. Since x\/1 represents the hypotenuse,

which is equal to 6, solve the equation *rt = #
Divide by t/ito get lr = #. t" the length of a side of
the square b # The area of a square is therefore

(+)'= * = rt-

37. B

The shaded region represents one half the area of the
circle. Find the length of the radius to determine this
area. Notice that the diameter of the circle is equal to a
side of the square. Since the area of the square is 64, it
has a side length of 8 (because 82 = 64). So the diame-
ter of the circle is B, and its radius is 4. The area of the
circle is n 2, o, n(4)2 = l6n. This isn't the answer
though; the shaded region is only half the circle, so its
area is 87tr.

38. B

Think of the figure as a rectangle with two rectangular
bites taken out of it. Sketch in lines to make or. iurg"
rectangle (see diagram below):

Now find the area of the large rectangle, and subtract
the areas of the two rectangular pieces that weren't in
the original figure. The area of a rectangle is length
times width. Since the length of the large rectangli is

10, and its width is 8, its area is 10 x g = g0. The rec_
tangular bite taken out of the top right corner has
dimensions 6 and 2, so its area is 6 x 2 or 12. The bite
taken out of the bottom has dimensions 2 and 3, so its
area is 2 x 3 = 6. To find the area of the polygon, sub_
tract the areas of the two bites from the ur.u oith.lurg"
rectangle: B0 - (12 + 6) = 80 - 18 = 62, choice (B).

39. C

Since ABCD is a square, all four sides have the same
length, and the corners meet at right angles. The area
you're looking for is that of a triangle, and since ali
corners of the square are right angles, angle EAB is a
right angle, which makes triangle EAB aright triangle.
The area of a right triangle is j(leg,)1leg2). The dia_
gram shows that BC has length g, so AB = AD = B.

Point E is the midpoint of AD,so AE is 4. Now that you
have the lengths of both legs, you can substitute into
the formula, |ten){enl = }fsif+i = 16, choice (C).

40. B
The circumference of a circle is equal to 2nr,where r is
the radius. The circumference of circl e A is 2n (r + 1 )=
2nr + 2n. The circumference of circle B is 2n (r + 2)=
2nr + 4n. So the positive difference between the two
circumferences is simply 2n.

41. D
A square with area 16 has sides of length 4. Therefore
the largest circle that could possibly be cut from such a
square would have a diameter of 4.

Such a circle would have a radius of 2, making its area
fi(2)2 = 4n. So the amount of felt left after cuttlng such
a circle from one of the squares of felt would be 16 - 4n,
or 4(4- n). There are B such squares, so the total area of
the left over felt is 8 x 4(4 - n) = 32(4 -n), choice (D).
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42. C
The key to solving this problem is to draw in OB:

Because OA, OB, and OCare all radii of the same cir_
cle, triangle AOB and triangle BOC areboth isosceles
triangles, each therefore having equal base angles:

Using the fact that the 3 interior angles of a triangle
add up to 1800, you can figure oui that the u..t.*
angles measure 80o and 60" as shown:

Angle AOC measures 80 * 60 = i40, choice (C).
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